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Outline

• Inflation and Primordial Density 
Perturbation 宇宙のインフレーション

• Primordial Black Hole (原始ブラックホール)

• (Inflating) Curvaton



Inflation and primordial 
density perturbation



History of the Universe



Inflaton field

N = 60

N = 0

a ∝ exp(Ht) ≡ exp(N)

ゆっくり転がる



Problems of big bang
solved by inflation

• Flatness problem

• Horizon problem

• Monopole problem

• Galaxy formation problem

宇宙のインフレーション   とは、極初期宇宙に宇宙が加速的
急膨張を引き起こすことにより、ビッグバン理論のいくつかの
問題を一挙に解決する初期宇宙の進化モデルである。  
wikipedia

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%93%E3%83%83%E3%82%B0%E3%83%90%E3%83%B3
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%93%E3%83%83%E3%82%B0%E3%83%90%E3%83%B3
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%AE%87%E5%AE%99
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%AE%87%E5%AE%99


QFT in curved 
spacetime 

We are from quantum fluctuation?



Field Fluctuation

δφ ∼ H

2π

V

Any light field (not only inflaton) is doing “random walk” during inflation.



Scales of Perturbation
large scale

small scale



Metric perturbation

ds2 = a2[−(1 + 2Φ)dη2 + (1− 2Ψ)dx2]

Newtonian potential curvature perturbation

Φ = Ψ

if the spatial part of the energy-momentum tensor is diagonal 

δφ δTµν δgµν



Curvature perturbation

dl2 = a(t, x)2dx2

dl2 = a(t)2e−2Ψ(x)dx2

Ψ ∼ δN

a ∼ eN



Primordial Density 
Perturbation from Inflaton

ζ = δN =
V

V � δφ =
V

V �
H

2π

P ∼ ζ2 = (5× 10−5)2

We call this CMB normalization

We can learn the shape 
of potential around here (N=50~60) from 

large scale structure

How about here? (0<N<50)



Large Scale Structure



Large Scale Structure



Cosmic Microwave 
Background (CMB) 

COBE

WMAP

T ∼ 2.73K

∆T

T
∼ δρ

ρ
∼ 10−5



the PLANCK era



PLANCK and WMAP



Angular Power 
Spectrum

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Fig. 1. Planck foreground-subtracted temperature power spectrum (with foreground and other “nuisance” parameters fixed to their

best-fit values for the base ΛCDM model). The power spectrum at low multipoles (� = 2–49, plotted on a logarithmic multi-

pole scale) is determined by the Commander algorithm applied to the Planck maps in the frequency range 30–353 GHz over

91% of the sky. This is used to construct a low-multipole temperature likelihood using a Blackwell-Rao estimator, as described

in Planck Collaboration XV (2013). The asymmetric error bars show 68% confidence limits and include the contribution from un-

certainties in foreground subtraction. At multipoles 50 ≤ � ≤ 2500 (plotted on a linear multipole scale) we show the best-fit CMB

spectrum computed from the CamSpec likelihood (see Planck Collaboration XV 2013) after removal of unresolved foreground com-

ponents. The light grey points show the power spectrum multipole-by-multipole. The blue points show averages in bands of width

∆� ≈ 31 together with 1σ errors computed from the diagonal components of the band-averaged covariance matrix (which includes

contributions from beam and foreground uncertainties). The red line shows the temperature spectrum for the best-fit base ΛCDM

cosmology. The lower panel shows the power spectrum residuals with respect to this theoretical model. The green lines show the

±1σ errors on the individual power spectrum estimates at high multipoles computed from the CamSpec covariance matrix. Note the

change in vertical scale in the lower panel at � = 50.
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Primordial Density 
Perturbation from 

inflaton field

• (Almost) Gaussian

• (Almost) scale invariant

• (Almost) Adiabatic 



Gaussian Distribution

P (δ) =
1√
2πσ

exp

�
− δ2

2σ2

�



A Red spectrum

ns − 1 ≡ d lnPζ(k)

d ln k
= −d lnPζ(N)

dN



PBH
                  原始ブラックホール



How to produce PBH?

• primordial density perturbation

• cosmological phase transitions

• collapse of cosmic strings 

• Bubble collisions

• etc.

• mini-black holes from collider



Why study PBH?

• PBH provide a useful probe of the small 
scale structure

• PBH helps to understand cosmology 
related to it, phase transition, cosmic ray, 
and so on



What is a black hole?

r < 2GM

vescape > c

rS = 2GM Schwarzschild radius



Black Hole

dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

rS = 2GM ∼ 3

�
M

M⊙

�
km

Schwarzschild metric

Schwarzschild radius

M⊙ ∼ 1033g

solar mass

ds2 = −
�
1− 2MG

r

�
dt2 +

�
1− 2MG

r

�−1

dr2 + r2dΩ2

have seen this before?



Primordial Black Holes

2GδM
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=
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PBH Mass
Masses of PBHs are roughly equal to the horizon mass

r =
1

H
ρ = 3H2

MPBH =
4πr3

3
ρ = 4π

�
3

ρ
∼ 1018g

�
107GeV

T

�2

M⊙ ∼ 1033g

solar mass



Hawking radiation

TH =
1

8πM
= 10−7M⊙

M
K

T = 10−7K

T = 1012KM = 1015g

M = M⊙ ∼ 1033 g

It will evaporate tomorrow

CML and Hawking



Life time of PBH

t ∼ M3 ∼ 1064
�

M

M⊙

�3

year

M < 5× 1014g have evaporated, but may affect BBN.

M > 5× 1014g must not exceed dark matter abundance.

M ∼ 5× 1014g is constrained by gamma-ray background.

dM

dt
∼ T

rS
∼ M−2



Press-Schechter theory

Threshold

Position

Density

Collapsed





Abundance 

β ≡ ρPBH

ρtot
=

� 1

1/3
p(δ)dδ

p(δ) probability distribution

p(δ) =
1√
2πσ

exp

�
− δ2

2σ2

�
for Gaussian distribution

β ∼ σ exp

�
− 1

18σ2

�



Constraints on β
Carr, astro-ph/0310838



Constraints on σ
Carr, astro-ph/0310838



Constraints on β
0903.3184



Constraints on the 
curvature perturbation

0903.3184
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FIG. 2: Generalised constraints on the amplitude of the power
spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations as a function
of comoving wavenumber (in units of Mpc!1). We have as-
sumed that the power spectrum is scale-invariant over the
(relatively small) range of scale which contribute to a given
constraint. Deviations from scale-invariance consistent with
slow-roll inflation lead to small changes in the constraints (see
text for further details).

disruption and a variety of lensing e!ects. The small
scale constraints generally arise from the consequences
of PBH evaporation, in particular on nucleosynthesis and
the CMB. These evaporation constraints lead to tighter
constraints on the abundance of PBHs and therefore the
primordial power spectrum is more tightly constrained
on these scales. In general the constraints on the ampli-
tude of the primordial power spectrum span the range
PR < 10!2 ! 10!1 with some scale dependence.

IV. SUMMARY

We have compiled, and where relevant updated, the
observational limits on the initial abundance of Pri-
mordial black holes. We then translated these limits
into generalised constraints on the power spectrum of
the primordial curvature perturbation, taking into ac-
count the full time evolution of the density contrast.
The constraints on the amplitude of the power spec-
trum are typically in the range PR < 10!2 ! 10!1 with
some scale dependence. This is slightly weaker than the
PR < 10!3 ! 10!2 assumed in Ref. [21]. These more
accurate generalised constraints could be used to more
accurately constrain the parameter space of slow-roll in-
flation models (c.f. [11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21]).
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APPENDIX A: DENSITY CONTRAST
CALCULATION

The general, scalar, perturbed metric can be written
as (c.f. [86]):

ds2 = a2(!){!(1 + 2")d!2 + 2B(s)
i d!dxi

+[(1 ! 2#)$ij + 2E(s)
ij ]dxidxj} , (A1)

where B(s)
i and E(s)

ij can be written as

B(s)
i = !

iki

k
B , (A2)

E(s)
ij =

!

!
kikj

k2
+

1

3
$ij

"

E , (A3)

where ", B, #, E are arbitrary scalar functions which
describe the perturbations on a Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker (FRW) background. Performing a first order co-

ordinate change, !̃ = ! + %0, x̃i = xi + %i, the scalar
metric variables in the new gauge (denoted by a tilde)
are then given by

"̃ = " ! %0!

! h%0 , (A4)

B̃ = B ! %" + k%0 , (A5)

#̃ = # + h%0 , (A6)

Ẽ = E ! k% , (A7)

where the scalar part of %i(!, xi) is defined as %i(s) =

! iki

k %, primes denote derivatives with respect to confor-
mal time ! , and h = a"/a = aH . The density contrast
and the velocity perturbation transform as

$̃ = $ + 3h(1 + w)%0 , (A8)

Ṽ = V + %" , (A9)

where V is related to the scalar part of the 3-velocity
vector, vi(s) = ! iki

k V .
Ref. [88] calculated the evolution of the density and

velocity perturbations in the conformal Newtonian gauge
(which has BN = EN = 0).

They found that during radiation domination (w =
1/3) for a fluid with vanishing anisotropic stress (and
hence "N = #N ), the remaining perturbations evolve
according to

"N =
j1(&)"

3&
C , (A10)

Pζ < 0.01



Can inflaton generate 
PBHs?

ns − 1 ≡ d lnPζ(k)

d ln k
= −d lnPζ(N)

dN

Pζ(50) = 10−9 Pζ(0) = 10−3

ns ∼ 1.28

However....



(Inflating) Curvaton



Curvaton

!"

#

$%&'()%

*+,-'()%



Oscillating Curvaton

P 1/2
ζ ∼ r

δσ

σ



Inflating Curvaton

P
1/2
ζ ∼ 1

3

V
�
σ

σ̇2(t2)

H1

2π



http://www.hgtv.com/landscaping/knot-gardens/index.html

パターン

http://www.hgtv.com/landscaping/knot-gardens/index.html
http://www.hgtv.com/landscaping/knot-gardens/index.html
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where

f ! !̇!
!̇r + !̇!

=
3"w!!

3"w!! + 4!r

#r ! "H
$!r
!̇r

=
$!r
4!r

#! ! "H
$!!
!̇!

=
1

3"w

$!!
!!

. (2)

Here "w is defined as

!̇! = "3"wH!!. (3)

Unlike the usual curvaton mechanism, the constancy
of #! requires some debate in the practical calculation,
since there is no doubt that #! is time-dependent when
the radiation density is comparable to the curvaton den-
sity. However, after the beginning of the curvaton in-
flation, the ratio of the radiation decreases rapidly, and
"w will soon behave like constant. In that sense the ini-
tial quantity of #! must be calculated in the inflationary
phase slightly after a few e-foldings, which however must
not be later than the significant evolution of the curva-
ture perturbation [9, 12]. In this paper t = tini is the
time when the initial quantities are defined. Note that in
the inflating curvaton model significant evolution occurs
when "w # 1, while in the usual curvaton it occurs when
"w = 1. The significant evolution is accompanied by
the significant change of the parameter r!, which will be
defined later. The curvature perturbation cannot evolve
after r! $ 1, and r! may have a gap at the transition [12].
In this paper we are assuming that the e!ective curva-

ton potential is always quadratic so that the ratio $%/%
behaves like constant after the horizon exit. If % is mov-
ing during primordial inflation, “$%/% measured at the
horizon exit” changes with"N1 (the number of e-foldings
that will be elapsed till the end of the primordial infla-
tion) and finally the distribution of $%/% becomes scale-
dependent. For the curvaton mechanism, small % at the
horizon exit means large perturbation % $%/% on that
scale.2 If the e!ective curvaton mass is determined by the
main component of the Universe, one can expect small
mass during the radiation dominated epoch [20]. With
these simple assumptions we examine the PBH formation
in the generalized curvaton mechanism.

II. SCALE-DEPENDENT PERTURBATION FOR
THE INFLATING CURVATON

To show an illustrative scenario we consider a new in-
flation scenario or a Type-I Hilltop inflation [14] for the

2 When we were finalizing the manuscript we found a new pa-
per [21], in which the usual curvaton mechanism has been con-
sidered for a similar PBH formation. The secondary inflation is
the crucial di!erence, since it expands the PBH scale and usually
makes PBH heavier than the usual curvaton scenario.

FIG. 1: The curvaton potential is flipped during the primor-
dial inflation because of the Hubble-induced mass, while it is
negative during the secondary (curvaton) inflation.

inflating curvaton, in which the curvaton potential sat-

isfies "! ! 1
2M

2
p

!
V !

V

"2
# 1 during the curvaton infla-

tion [9, 22].
Consider the e!ective potential for the inflating curva-

ton;

V (%) = V0 +
1

2
m!(H)2%2, (4)

where m2
! < 0 is possible. Here the e!ective mass is de-

termined by the main component of the Universe. As
is shown in Fig.1, we are assuming m2

! > 0 during the
primordial inflation whilem2

! < 0 during the curvaton in-
flation. Hereafter we use the index “1” for the primordial
inflation and “2” for the curvaton inflation, respectively.

Let us see why the ratio can bahave like constant when
$% and % are sharing the same equation of motion. First
consider the equations when m! and H are constants.

d2%

dt2
+ 3H

d%

dt
+m2

!(H)% = 0, (5)

where the equation has the solution of the form % % e!"t,
and the coe#cient & is given by

& ! 3

2
H

#

$1±

%

1"
&
2m!

3H

'2
(

) . (6)

Defining ' ! &/H, we find

%(t) & %(0)e!#Ht ! %(0)e!#!N , (7)

where "N ! Ht is the number of e-foldings spent af-
ter the horizon exit.3 For the curvaton perturbation

3 Here we have omitted the subscripts, but the evolution must be

The Model



The idea

• Large scale density perturbation is 
dominated by inflaton (with a red 
spectrum).

• Small scale density perturbation is 
dominated by inflating curvaton (with a 
blue spectrum).



large scalesmall scale

density perturbation

curvaton

inflaton



Spectral Index of 
Curvaton

If H is roughly constant.

ns = −2�+ 2ησ ∼ 2ησ

ησ =
m

2
σ

3H2

Large eta is natural from the point of view of SUSY.



Conclusion

• PBH may be generated from inflating 
curvaton.

• PBH can be used to study small scale 
structure not probed by CMB and LSS.   


